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Abstract 
Let Q[X, Y] denote the ring of polynomials with rational coefficients in the variables X = 
{xl,x2 ..... x,} and Y = {yl,y2 ..... y,}. Garsia and Haiman in A remarkable q,t Catalan and 
q-Lagrange inversion (see [4]) define the diagonal harmonics as the solution space DH, = 
n h k {P(X,Y) E Q[X, Y] : ~i=l  6xfiyiP = 0 for all h + k~>l}, they define the diagonal harmonic 
alternants DHA, as DHA, = {P(X, Y) E DH, : aP = sign(a)P} and conjecture that the 
dimension of DHA, is the Catalan umber 1/(n + 1)(2~), they conjecture that the Hilbert series 
of DHA, is a q, t polynomial generalization f the Catalan numbers. In this paper, I conjecture 
that a collection of polynomials closely related to a collection of Schur functions is a basis for 
DHA,. This conjecture has been verified by computer up to n = 7. Furthermore, a ring EV, 
analogous to DHA, is studied and it is shown that in EV, the analogous conjecture is true. 
The Hilbert series of EV, gives a different q, t polynomial generalization f the Catalan umbers 
than that given by Garsia and Haiman. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Section 1 
Let Q[X, Y] denote the ring of polynomials with rational coefficients in the variables 
X = {xl,x2 . . . . .  x ,} and Y = {yl, y2 . . . . .  y,}. If J# is a doubly graded module in 
variables X = {xl,x2 . . . . .  x,} and Y = {y l ,y2 , . . . , y ,}  then the Hilbert series ~( J¢ )  
is defined as 
~¢t~(q, t) = E qh tk dim(J//h~k), 
h,k 
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where .Alhj, is the homogeneous component of degree h in X and degree k in Y of ~t' 
and dim(Jgh~,) is its respective dimension. The symmetric group Sn acts (diagonally) 
on Q[X, Y] by setting 
aP(Xl,X2 .. . . .  x,, yl, y2 .... , yn) = P(x~,,x~2,...,x~., y~ , Y~2 .. . . .  y~. ). (1) 
Let 6x, and 6yj denote the partial derivative operators with respect o Xg and yj, 
respectively. In a remarkable q,t-Catalan sequence and q-Laoranoe inversion (see 
[4]), Garsia and Haiman define the diagonal harmonics as the solution space 
DH.  = P(X, r )  e Q[X, r] : x,, y, 
g=l 
We will let D I~n denote the collection of diagonal harmonic alternants, i.e., the 
collection 
DHAn = {P(X, Y) C DHn : crP = sign(a)P}. (3) 
They define a rational function that they conjecture always reduces to be the Hilbert 
series of DHAn. Furthermore, they conjecture that this rational function is a q, t Catalan 
polynomial generalization of other q-Catalan polynomials. When q = t = 1, the rational 
1 2n function reduces to the Catalan umber Cn = 1/(n + )( , ) .  In this paper, I exhibit a 
specific collection B, (with cardinality C,) of polynomials that I conjecture is a basis 
for DHA,. 
Let DV, be the linear span 
DVn = ,Lt[Da, Da2  " ' " Da jAn]  
over the rational numbers, where 
Dk : ~ yj6kx, 
j=l 
and A, is the Vandermonde determinant in the variables {xl,x2 .. . . .  x,}. The Operator 
Conjecture of Haiman (see [5]) is that DVn is precisely the space of diagonal harmonic 
altemants DHAn. 
Let A m denote the ring of symmetric polynomials in the variables {Xl . . . . .  xn} of 
degree m with rational coefficients. We will denote by A the direct sum 
A = ~A m. 
m~>0 
• " i be the ith power symmetric polynomial. With Let Pi = x~ + x~2 + ... + x, 
# = (/~1,/~2 .. . . .  #~), set p# = P#I P,2-.-P#k- It is well known that the collection 
{p.[p [- m} 
is a basis for A m (see [6]), and hence, 
{p~[# t- m,m~>O} 
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is a basis for A. Other well-known bases for A are the monomial {me,}, homogeneous 
{hu}, elementary {eu} and Schur {su} (see [6]). There are many beautiful combinatorial 
interpretations of the transition matrices between collections of bases of A. For example, 
with 2 a partition of n and s~ the Schur function corresponding to shape 2, it is well 
known that, 
s). = Z z ; lx~ pp' (4) 
p~-n 
p (nmn,.,2m2.1 ml ) 
where 
Zp -- nm°n! • • " 2m2m2l lml ml ! 
and g~ is the character of the irreducible representation f Sn of shape 2 on the con- 
jugacy class corresponding to p. 
Define 
~b : A~DVn 
by linearly extending the map dp(pu) = D~. . .DvkAn where # = (#l,#2,...,#k). For 
example, since 
1 5 1 2 1 
s3A,1 = T6Pl - ~PlP2 + ~Ps, 
where s3,1,1 is the Schur function corresponding to shape 3, 1, 1, then 
is a map from A onto DVn. Thus, if LZ is a basis for A then there exists a subset 
of LZ such that 
¢(~)  = {¢(b)lb • ~} 
is a basis for DVn. Furthermore, let I be the kernel of ~b. The collection 
{pill <~i<~n} 
is algebraically independent and hence I is an ideal of A. Therefore, the quotient ring 
A/ I  is isomorphic (as a vector space) to DVn under the action of ~b and the action 
~-l  : DV.  ~ A/I 
is well defined. For example, recall that 
Z pp = gps,~, (5) 
2 
is the S~ irreducible character of shape 2 evaluated on the conjugacy (see [6]) where gp 
class of shape p. Thus, 
P3,1 = $4 "+- SI4 - -  $2,2 
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and 
dp-1(D3DIA.) ~-- $4 -}- s14 - s2,2 (mod I). 
Assuming the operator conjecture is true, the problem of constructing a basis for 
DHA. is equivalent to the problem of constructing a basis for the quotient ring A/I. 
To this end, recall that a Dyck path is a path on an (n + 1) × (n + 1) lattice that 
remains above the diagonal x = y. For example, with n = 6, the following is a Dyck 
path: 
We define the shape of a Dyck path to be the shape of the Fetters diagram that is 
north-west of the Dyck path. For example, the shape of the Dyck path given in (6) is 
3,2,2, 1 (we read the shape row by row, from north to south): 
Z 
It is easy to see that each Dyck path has a unique shape. We will let Ln denote the 
collection of shapes corresponding to Dyck paths on the (n + 1) x (n + 1) lattice. 
The collection ~,  = 4~(P,), where 
P. = {s~ : 2 E Ln}, (7) 
and s~ is the Schur function of shape 2, is the collection of polynomials that I conjecture 
is a basis for the space DHAn. Note that it is well known that there are exactly Cn 
Dyck paths on an (n + 1) x (n + 1) lattice. Thus, the collection :~ has at most C~ 
elements. If q~(s~) # 0, with 2 C L,, then ~b(s~) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree (2) -121, where 121 is the sum of the entries of 2. Since there are exactly (2) 
squares in an (n + 1 ) x (n + 1 ) lattice above the diagonal y = x, ~b(s~) is a polynomial 
of degree h(2) where h(2) is the number of squares below the Dyck path but above 
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the diagonal in the lattice. Thus, the generating function of the collection ~n is 
E qdeS(b) = E qh(~) = Cn(q), (8) 
bc~. 2ELn 
where Cn(q) is the q-Catalan polynomial that is the t = 1 specialization of the q,t 
Catalan defined by Garsia and Haiman (see [4]) as well as the q-Catalan polyno- 
mial defined by Carlitz and Riordan (see [2]). Thus the collection ~n has the correct 
generating function to be a basis for DHAn (assuming the conjectures of Garsia and 
Haiman). 
The fact that ~n has exactly Cn linearly independent polynomials has been verified 
by computer up to n = 7. It should be noted that if we set 
Q. = {e,z : ;~ E L.}, 
Rn = {h~ : ). E L.}, 
Sn = {m~ : ,~ E Ln}, 
Tn = {p). : 2 C Ln}, 
computational evidence implies conjectures that ~b(Qn) and q~(Rn) are bases for DHA, 
(verified through n = 7). It is not difficult o show, however, that the collections ~b(Sn) 
and c~(Tn) are not bases for DHAn for n 1> 3. 
There are some properties of the Schur functions that give hope in proving this 
conjecture. First, since the Schur functions form a basis for A, the image of some 
subset of the Schur functions is a basis for DHAn. In many respects, the subset chosen 
is the most natural. Second, the character relations of the first kind and the character 
relations of the second kind (see [7]) imply the coefficients Z~ used in Eqs. (4) and (5) 
have significant properties. Finally, there is a ring related to DVn where an analogue 
of this conjecture is true. Define Ek to be the differential operator 
n 
x--, k6k 
Ek = ~ Yi xi" 
i=l 
Let EVn be the linear span of the collection 
{Ea,Ea:'" EajAn}, (9) 
where An is the Vandermonde determinant in the variables {Xl,X2 .... ,xn}. Define 
~:A~EV.  (10) 
by linearly extending the map ~,(p,) = E~,E,2...E~jAn with # = (gl,g2 .. . . .  #j). The 
collection ~-n = ~k(Pn) (where P. is given in Eq. (7)) is a basis for EVn. To see this, 
we will need to introduce some new notation. 
Define (rj,cj) to be the coordinate of a cell in a Ferrers diagram such that rj gives 
the row coordinate (with 0 being row coordinate of the bottom row) and cj give the 
column coordinate (with 0 being the column coordinate of the column to the farthest 
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left). Define the ith diagonal d; of the Ferrers diagram T of shape n, n - 1, n -  2 . . . . .  2, 1 
to be the collection of cells 
di = {(n-  i ,O),(n- i -  1 ,1 ) , (n -  i -  2,2) . . . . .  (1 ,n -  i -  1) ,(O,n- i)}. 
For example, with n = 5 the second diagonal would be ceils in the following diagram 
containing a X: 
x 
x 
Ix I 
xl 
and 
d2 = {(3,0),(2, 1),(1,2),(0,3)} 
(reading the cells from left to right). 
Let 6a~ be the collection of Ferrers diagrams T of shape n, n -  1, n -  2 .... ,2, 1 in 
which exactly one c ll contains a • in each of the diagonals of T (with the remaining 
cells being empty). Let ~i(T) = (ri, ci) be the coordinate of the cell of T E 6 :~ in 
the ith diagonal that contains .. Define 
A(T) = Z sgn(a)xr~yCl~xr22yC22" • • xa.r" y~..c. (11) 
aES. 
For example, if n = 5 and 
T= 
then ~l(T) = (3, 1), ~2(T) = (3,0), ~3(T) = (1, 1), ~4(T) = (0, 1), ~5(T) = (0,0) and 
3 1 3 0 1 1xO 1 0 0 A(T) ~- sgn(tr)XalYcrlXtr2ya2xcr3ya3 4Ya4XasYa5 • 
aES. 
Note that if o~i(T)= (n -  i,O) for 1 <~i<~n then 
A. = A(T)  = y~. s~'(R)  . I 2 x2 ~<°'. 
ties. 
Since every A(T), with T E 5 :~,  has a unique collection {~I(T), ~2(T) . . . . .  ~n(T)}, 
we have 
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Lenuna 1.1. The collection {A(T) : T E 5P~} is linearly independent over the 
rationals. 
Let T,T'  C o~'3"~ with ai(T) = (ri, ci) and o~i(T' ) : (r[,c~). We will say that T > T' 
if and only if 
( r l ,C l )  ( r2 ,C2)""  "(rn, Cn) >L  (rl,c'l) (r~,c~2) "" .(r',,c',), (12) 
where > L means to compare the two sequences lexicographically. 
Let v = (vl >~v2>~ . . .  >~v, ~>0) = (k"k,(k - 1) uk 1, . . .2  u2, lUg,0 u°) be a partition ofk.  
Recall that the monomial symmetric function m~.(X) associated with shape v is defined 
to be 
1 ~ t2~r(i ) "~a(2) Ya(n) 
mv(x l ,x2  . . . . .  Xn) = ~. 2_. Xl X 2 ' ' 'Xn  , 
~ES. 
where 
7v = (Uk )!(Uk--1)! " " " U2!Ul !Uo 
Note that 
~k(p~) = P~(Yl ~3x~, Y20x2 . . . . .  Yn Ox° )A,. 
Therefore, if 
my = Z c~,vPu 
then 
$(m,,) = Z c~.v$(p~) 
# 
= Z e.,~p~(yl Ox~, Y20x2 . . . . .  y.Ox. )A. 
= my(y10x,, y20~ . . . . .  Y.Ox. )A. 
1 ~ t~,d~(l)t~y~(2) ~Va(n) ~'cr(l) Va(2) Ye'(n),d 
i "+'~'~ ~Xl vX2 OX, Yl Y2 " Y" ,'In. 
~rES, 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that v = (vl, v2 . . . . .  v,) & a partition such that O<<. vj <~n - j 
for l <~j<<.n. Let T be the element of 6e~-~ such that o~i(T ) = (n -  i -v i ,  vi). Then 
~(mv)A, = mv(yl Ox,, y2~3x2 . . . . .  YnOx,)A, 
= cTA(T) + Z cT, A(T'), (13) 
T~>T 
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where cr  > O. Furthermore, the collection 
~Sn = {~k(m'c) : {O<<. v j<<.n- j  fo r  l <~j<<.n} 
is a basis fo r  EVn. 
Proof. Let ai  : (n  - -  i, 0 ) .  Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
An = E sgn(fl)xaf(l)Xafl(2)'" xaf(n) 
1 2 " " 
ties. 
Therefore, 
~(mv ) = my(y10x~, y2dx2 ..... Yngx. )An 
1 ~ ~'ca(I)j.~'C~r(2) 'Ca(n) 'ca(l) V~(2) Vo(n) 
7v vxl vx2 "'Ox. Yl Y2 "'Yn 
aES. 
Z S"'~(f l)xaO(')X 1 2 "xa#(") 
ties. 
1E  E ~v~,,~v~,2, vo,., ~o,, vo,2,... 
= - -  vxl vx2 . . .  dx. Yl Y2 yV~t.~ 
Yv aes. tieS. 
s~( f l )x~ ' "x  ° '~'  . . x~ ' " '  E '~* 1 2 " 
I z E ~,~t R,.~v.(1) .~'c.,z) " "c,~,,,) vo,~) "c~,(z) 
ties. aes. 
xa#(I)~afl( 2 ) . xaP(n) 
1 "~2 "" 
1 
= - -  oe~.tpj~xl ~x: "" "Ox. Yl Y2 
ties. tiaes. 
xa#(l) at(2) . .xa#(") 
1 ~2 " 
= - - lE  Z sgn(fl)cti6 x lafl(l)-vfla(I)x 2afl(2)-'cfla(2) " " " X afl(n)-vfla(n) 
7"c ties. tia~s. 
yVfl.(~) vfl.c2) . yVflo~.) 
l Y2 "" 
- -  al --V~(I) a(2)--va(2) an--Va(n) Z Z ctio (Xl ""Xn 
Yv ties. ti~es. 
Va( 1 ) "C¢(2 ) 
Yl Yz " "  Y~"))  
1 Z Z sgn(fl)Ctfla f l - - '  al--'co(l)a(2)--%,2) a,--%(,) - -  (X l  X2  • " • Xn 
7v tieS. ~eS. 
'Ca( 1 ) 'ca(2 ) 
Yl Y2 ""Y~°~")) 
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- -  al --Va(l) a2--va(2) an--Va(n) 
1 E E sgn(f l )c~,  fl (x 1 x 2 - . .x~ 
Yv acS. PES. 
y~,,) y ; . , : , . . ,  yVO,., )
1 sgn(/~) c~ /~ tx t x 2 . . . x ,  
Yv a6S./~S. 
Va(I) ~'0(2) Va(n) 
Yl Y2 ""  yn ). 
The constant c~o is independent of  ft. Thus, let us set c~ = ca. Furthermore, ca > 0. 
Thus, 
~k(mv) = mv(yl Ox,, Y2Ox2," ", YnOx, )An 
1 Z Z  "n-l-V°(l'n--2-v°C2) 
: -  C a sg]l(f l)f l  IX  1 X 2 
7v acS. pES. 
O--re(n) V#(I) re(2) 
• .. x~ Yl Y2 "'" y~'~")). 
(14) 
Furthermore, without loss of  generality, we may assume that i f  n - k - va(k) < 0 for 
some k, then c~ = 0. For a given ~ if  n - k - va(k) >/0 for all k, then 
z t t - - l - -va( I )  n--2--va(2) O--v#(n) Va(l) Va(2) Yo(n) 
P ) = a ( r ' )  2. sgntp ) tx 1 x 2 . . . x, Yl Y2 " " Y, 
p~s. 
some T' E 5¢°J. Specifically, T' is Fetters diagram of shape (n, n - 1, n - 2 . . . . .  1) 
where the ith diagonal has a , in location (n - i - v~u),vau)). Note that if a(v) ¢ v 
then 
(n - 1 - v~o), va(1) ) (n  - -  1 - v~(2) , Va(2) )  " " "  (n - 1 - va(n), va(n)) 
>L (n--  1 - -Vl ,Vl)(n--  1 --v2, vz ) . . . (n - -  1 - -v , ,v , )  
since Vl ~>v2>~ . . .v , .  Eq. (14) and Lemma 1.1 imply that the elements of  ~g,  are 
linearly independent. 
Note that if vi > n - i some l<~i<<.n then ~k(mv) = 0. Since there must exist a 
subcollection of  the set {~k(mu) : # F- k,k>>.O} which is a basis for EVa we must have 
that ~gn is a basis for EVn. [] 
Corol lary 1.3. The collection 
~J~oa"]/" n = {~i (Sv)  : O~v j~n - j  for l ~j<~n}, 
where Sv is the Schur function of  shape v is a basis for EVn. 
Proof. Recall that 
Sv=ZK~,vm~,  
It~v 
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where Kv,v = 1 and #-% means that 
~'1 -[-1"2 "q-'" • Vk ~/-/1 -I-#2 + ' '  "#k 
for all k~>l (see [6] or [7]). Thus, 
and 
is a basis for EV.. 
SP~g3e. = {@(S~) : O<~vj<~n - j  for 1 ~<j~<n}, 
[] 
Recall that 6e~g~n has a one-to-one correspondence with the collection Ln of Dyck 
paths by mapping a Dyck paths 2 to its shape. If we let CE~(q, t) be the Hilbert series 
of EV,, then Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 imply that 
CE~(q, t) = E qh(~)tg(~) ' 
2ELn 
where h(2) is the number of squares below 2 and 9(2) is the number of squares above 
2. Note, then, that CEn(q,t) satisfies the following recurrence relation: 
n 
CE,+1 (q, t) = E qkt(~-k)(k+l)CEk(q' t)CEn-k(q, t) 
k=0 
with CE0(q,t) = CEl(q,t) = 1. Note that each term of CE~(q,t) is homogeneous of 
degree (~). By setting t = 1, we get that CEn(q, 1) satisfies the recurrence 
n 
CE,+I (q, 1) = E qkCEk(q' 1 )CE~-k(q, 1 ), 
k=0 
which is equivalent to the one-parameter q-Catalan polynomial Cn(q) define by Carlitz 
and Riordan in [2] (See also [1,3].) 
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